CASE STUDY

Smiths Medical sought a solution that would ensure data was accurate, internal systems were connected into one single source, and
the time spent executing each step was reduced allowing them more time to analyze. Smiths Medical worked with eCapital
Advisors to re-architect their Oracle Hyperion solution to improve processes and enhance existing technology to meet the needs
of their team and ultimately achieve company growth goals.
Results
• Immediate ROI through reduction of hundreds of manual excel hours
• Collaboration between business groups for more accurate forecasting
• Resource efficiency and time reduction with hourly updates during close cycle
Business Challenge
Smiths Medical is an important division of European owned Smiths Group Plc, and researches and manufactures a broad
spectrum of critical medical devices. Flagship products include wireless intravenous pumps, safe sharps, catheters and respiratory
care devices such as ventilators and tracheostomy tubes. Their solutions support healthcare professionals and providers ensure
safety, enhance patient outcomes, and improve the total cost of care.
They relied on massive spreadsheets with data integrity concerns and erroneous formulas. Every day they needed users with
advanced spreadsheet knowledge to create reporting, yet found they were still limited on insights gathered and ability to slice and
dice data. There were disparate data sources, and without a reliable ETL strategy, they experienced failed data loads and lengthy
processing times. This all led to vital FP&A activities grinding to a halt.
Realizing Full Potential
The Smiths Medical team was struggling with an overall distrust of their
data - finding errors in formulas, different variations of the same forecast
and more. They were using FDMEE for data loading but not for data
validation and as a result, data loads might fail but no-one knew until
month-end which often caused complete rework and delays. Using
FMDEE, validation checks are now done periodically during the daily loads
so that in the event of a file disruption, the team can immediately address
and avoid critical delays. The team can be proactive instead of reactive.
The team needed a reliable ETL strategy to ensure data integrity
throughout all systems and reliably connect data from disparate sources.
Individuals within the finance team were spending upwards of 30% of their
time each month collecting and loading data.

“

Before Oracle Hyperion, we had
disparate data sources, manual
processes and lacked the historical
view and background of the data.
Now, we have a much deeper view
and understanding of what drives
our results.

”

Chris Bergren
Head of Enterprise Performance Mgmt.
Smiths Medical
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FDMEE as a data mart and single point of ETL tool for ERP and EPM was implemented. They deployed metadata that reduced
extraneous potential data points by over 10 million cells. In doing this, Smiths Medical was able to grab ledger data directly from
Oracle, employment data from the HR system and integrate various flat files all within one seamless process. Now, the team can
complete data refreshes in 15 minutes instead of the hour or more it previously took.
Using spreadsheets for management reporting was also extremely limiting, not to mention resource intensive. The team depended on
individuals with advanced excel user skills to manipulate data daily, drawing upon multiple data dumps in order to slice and dice.
Repeatable analysis was nearly impossible and was further hindered by new or revised data requested by the business. Now, reports
are created in minutes and users have the flexibility to perform detailed drill down analysis as they wish. Anna Hall, Finance
Manager, FP&A shared, “Our new CFO had an idea of creating a briefing report. Normally this report would have been 40 pages
and taken us 3 months. Using Oracle Hyperion, our team was able to complete her request in 3 days. Her deck presentations are
done with a click of a button. It was amazing being the team to over-deliver and show true value.”
As a global organization, Smiths Medical also realized two additional benefits – resource re-allocation and training cost savings. Due
to the process efficiencies created, Smiths Medical was able to move to a shared service center structure, freeing key resource time for
analysis. With all the time savings, the team now forecasts weekly instead of twice a year, which has resulted in more accurate
forecasts and better insights into key company performance and future direction. Also, in leveraging eCapital Advisor’s customized
training program, they removed almost 100% of travel costs related to educating global team members by virtually executing
eCapital’s training. Each training was unique to the team’s specific needs and improved user-adoption.
Anna Hall stated, “We are now one of the most valuable teams in the company. We are the people able to provide any data point in
a matter of seconds and our leadership relies on us. Because of our success, we are implementing Hyperion into our Consolidations
team. Our success is giving other people success!”

“

What's Next?

One year ago I
would have told
you this would be
a dream!”

”

Anna Hall
Finance Manager, FP&A

Smiths Medical

In the upcoming year, the team will migrate Oracle Hyperion to the cloud, Oracle
PBCS. A cloud product is appealing for Smiths Medical as it removes hardware
ownership, Oracle maintains the solution with no downtime, and there is a userfriendly, intuitive web interface with dashboards and visualizations.
In addition, Smiths Medical is implementing a full driver-based cash flow model
which will allow the finance team to enter in multiple variables and project out a full
balance sheet and cash flow across the company in a matter of minutes! Plus, they are
leveraging eCapital’s technology expertise to implement a complimentary software,
Incorta, which allows for SKU product level queues and detailed analytics to further
improve forecasting.

About eCapital Advisors
eCapital Advisors is a management consulting firm headquartered in Minneapolis, MN. Since 2001, we have
helped our clients understand and implement industry leading analytics solutions to better use their data
resulting in superior business decisions. We partner with our clients, Post Cereals, Bunzl Distribution,
Medtronic, Michigan State University, to solve problems including: management of disparate data systems,
disconnected manual processes and out-of-date reporting platforms.
The company has been frequently recognized with numerous awards including Inc. magazine’s 5000 fastest
growing companies.
Contact us today to discuss how we can help you meet your goals.

www.eCapitalAdvisors.com

